Cranberry Road to Ocean Park Tsunami Evacuation Walk Times

This map is a planning and preparation tool. Learn the evacuation routes for you and your family where you live, work, and play—evacuation maps may not be on hand during an actual emergency.

In some places a slow walk may not be fast enough to evacuate before wave arrival. A brisk walk or faster evacuation pace will be necessary. Some areas may require vertical evacuation structures for successful evacuation.

This map is not an exact evacuation plan for Cranberry Road that provides an accurate timeline of tsunami wave arrival. Use evacuation maps to plan evacuation routes that are practical and safe. This map is not to scale and shows general volcanic source areas for Washington. Use this map to improve tsunami evacuation planning at the community level. The map showscamatan vucne potential at the coastal community level. This map is not a basis for regulatory or legal purposes.
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